6.

My line manager was the Headmaster and there was close liaison between us which
very quickly became daily. We had a daily informal meeting to exchange information
and discuss any concerns over pastoral matters.

7.

There was no need for induction or formal line-management interviews between
myself and the Headmaster as he had detailed knowledge of how I performed my
remit. I attended courses at my request; counselling and child protection were two
such courses that I recall.

Policy

8.

It should be noted that the school was a small boarding school with no day pupils
and all pupils boarded. As a condition of their employment all teachers working in the
school had to "live in" and do pastoral supervision duties during the school day and
in the boarding houses. They also had to be involved in sport and offer at least two
hobbies per week to pupils.

9.

The system to protect and support pupils in their daily routine worked well and never
changed during my tenure. Good behaviour was positively encouraged and
expected. There was no formal system of discipline and punishment in existence.

10.

Bad behaviour was punished by gating to house or school and withdrawal of
privileges. Serious indiscipline would be referred to the assistant head master for
pastoral purposes and the parents informed.

Strategic planning

11.

Strategic planning was seen by the school as being very important for the well-being
and safety of pupils. Boarding houses had to be modern but homely, be age and
gender appropriate and thus pastoral concerns were paramount.
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12.

Initially the youngest pupils were cared for in purpose built accommodation. Primary
six and seven boys had dormitory sleeping arrangements and airy, open plan leisure
areas with TV rooms, a library, table-tennis and board games.

13.

There were two intermediate houses catering for senior Ito senior 3 boys in groups
of three or four housed in modern bunk-bed/desk rooms. There was a senior boy's
house for senior 4, senior 5 and senior 6 boys with more double and single rooms.

14.

This accommodation changed over my time at the school driven to a certain extent
by preparation for the arrival of girls. Primary six and Primary seven pupils were
phased out and this house was extended and adapted to become the girls' house
catering for senior 2 to senior 6 girls.

15.

A purpose-built house was built for senior 1 (boys and girls) accommodated on their
own separate floors with a number of single rooms for senior 6 girls. The 4th house
became an intermediate boys' house catering for senior 2 and senior 3 boys.

Other staff

16.

I did not manage any other staff as the headmaster retained this responsibility.

Recruitment of staff

17.

I had no knowledge or involvement in the recruitment of staff.
Training of staff

18.

I was involved in the development and training of staff in aspects of pastoral care.
This normally took the form of a one-day in-service training at the beginning of term.
Topics included reporting to parents; anti-bullying; the personal and social
development of pupils across the curriculum; child protection; the tutor system; and
so on.
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Supervision/staff appraisal / staff evaluation
19.

I was not involved in the supervision of staff nor was I involved in their appraisal or
evaluation on the pastoral side. The headmaster retained the duty of appraisal of
housemaster and housemistress post-holders.

Living arrangements
20.

As previously stated, teachers had to live on the school premises. There were no
exceptions. Myself, the headmaster, the deputy headmaster and the bursar had
detached, rented houses. All other staff resided on a small estate of housing within
the school grounds, Therefore all staff lived alongside the boarding houses and all
could access the boarding houses.

Culture within Queen Victoria School
21.

The use of the word "fagging" points me in the direction of how the boys, and later
the girls, were treated and how the boys and girls treated each other. Parity of
treatment was the order of the day. A weekly housemaster's meeting, attended by
the management team, discussed the matter of equal funding for leisure activities,
trips etc run by the houses and equality of discipline (with a small d) across the
houses.

22.

The pupils treated each other as equals despite the wide age-range for any school.
From 1992 it ranged from P6 to S6. By 2002 it was a mixed sex boarding school
from Si to S6. Like all pupils they tended to socialise in their class groups. Inever
saw any indications of "fagging" or ever heard reference to any former system of
"fagging" formal or informal
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23.

There was no special treatment due to seniority. Monitors and prefects were
honorary positions that were rewarded for being of good behaviour and example.
Monitors and prefects were not involved in any way in discipline.

24.

In my time at the school I never came across any significant examples of bullying. I
am not aware of the military code of silence" and never encountered it at the school,
even with hindsight. The concept of a pupil's behaviour or complaints adversely
affecting a parent's career seems bizarre to me. When I worked there the
headmaster was chief executive and a position once held by a "commandant" had
ceased to exist having been replaced by a financial bursar around 1991/1992.

Discipline and punishment

25.

The culture of the school comes into play when discussing discipline and
punishment. The children loved being at the school. They felt proud to have been
accepted by the school. They were proud of the school's reputation and The
Service's background of their parents and thus had every incentive to behave; and
they did behave.

26.

There was no formal, published, disciplinary, school-wide policy. There were, I think
written policies in some houses with regards to domestic arrangements. After some
work with staff and pupils on anti-bullying, after my appointment, a booklet called "A
Guide to Life in QVS" was published and discussed by the pupils.

27.

If a pupil exhibited any significant indiscipline it was treated as a pastoral concern
and the pupil was quietly spoken to in a counselling interview to find out what was
amiss. This was done by either a housemaster or myself. Following such an
interview a normal, factual note would be put in the pupil's file. No special record was
needed and no senior pupils had any input.
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Day to day running of the school
28.

As mentioned before, each teacher was also a member of the pastoral team. There
was a daily supervisory rota covering the schooldays and weekends in school and in
houses.

29.

This supervisory rota was drawn up to cover weekdays and weekends by the deputy
head teacher. Meetings were held with housemasters/housemistresses to discuss
the needs/requirements of individual houses. All staff involved received copies. (feel
that students should have been safe under this system, though I'm aware that in this
area things can go awry with the best of intentions.

30.

Whether it be in the classroom, the playing fields, the dining room or boarding
houses, everything was detailed to ensure the safety of pupils at all times. A
supervisory rota was published to further increase safety. I feel reasonably confident
that during the day and in the evenings in houses pupils should have been safe.

31.

I should say at this point that the school had security guards 24/7 with CCTV
cameras and saw it as part of their duties to have an oversight of pupils in the school
grounds. They would phone me if they noticed a pupil in distress for example. This
was done, obviously, out of the goodness of their hearts but it was welcomed.

32.

If pupils were abused without it coming to light they may have been detached or
lured away from fellow pupils, and the normal routine of the day, and abused in
secret. However, they should have been missed. A strict permission system
operated at weekends where pupils, even seniors, had to have face-to-face
permission to leave house from duty staff and check in on return.

Concerns about the school
33.

I have no knowledge of any concerns about the school
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34.

The headmaster reported to parents on all matters. I had no knowledge of any such
complaints in any detail. I never saw any evidence of older boys bullying younger
boys. Rather, senior pupils confided in me that they were hurt and mortified by it.

35.

I was asked on my arrival by a 6th year boy, obviously representing the others "Have
you been sent to sort us out then Miss?". The question was asked in their first
Personal and Social Education class. They were referring to the Glen Harrison
bullying scandal. I introduced myself giving a short resume of my pastoral to date
and my application for the job was just a natural step in my career. There began a
fruitful exchange with 56 who did want change.

36.

The Inquiry should not assume that I was appointed as a direct result of the Glen
Harrison "scandal". The HMI Inspection had given the school a clean bill of health
but had recommended that the school would benefit from a new appointment on the
pastoral front. The Assistant Head (pastoral) post was set up and I took up the post
on 31 August 1992.

37.

I worked with Julian Hankinson for two years. He was a charming, witty gentleman
and a devoted husband and family man. On the school front, he warmly welcomed
me and was keen to put in place all HMI recommendations. He did a lot to smooth
my path with a number of "diehards" who saw no need whatever for change.

38.

Brian Raine arrived a year later on the retiral of the then Deputy Head and became
Headmaster the next year. Brian Raine and I worked seamlessly for the next eight
years. Brian was very experienced in boarding, financial planning and highly
energetic. He did a lot to facilitate the development of the school into an up-to-date
institution both academically and pastorally.

Reporting of complaints/concerns

39.

There was no complaints or reporting process in place that I was aware of so I
cannot say anything about to what extent such a process was used. I do not know if
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any complaints were ever received and I was not aware of any dedicated recording
process regarding complaints.
Trusted adult/confidante
40.

There was no person within the school or outside of it that a child could speak to
established as such when I started at the school. I presumed this would be done by
their housemaster or the headmaster.

41.

The assistant head teacher (pastoral) introduced and delivered a personal and
society education class to all pupils from primary 7 to senior 6 and the dedicated
PSE (personal and society education) period became the place to raise any
concerns about anything.

42.

A deluge of complaints followed (many about the food). It showed the pupils needed
to talk and be listened to. Out of this came the role of the assistant head teacher
being the "trusted adult" within the school who would listen and change things if it
could be done. It was emphasised that the "trusted adult" could be approached at
any time in confidence about personal concerns.

43.

Children did raise concerns. Indeed a major concern about abusive behaviour by a
pupil towards other pupils was raised quietly and discretely in this way.

Abuse

44.

The school never produced a document defining different types of abuse. Staff did
have an in-service day where types of abuse were discussed.

Child protection arrangements
45. Staff, including managerial staff, were given guidance and instruction on how
children in their care at the school should be treated, cared for and protected against
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abuse, ill-treatment or inappropriate behaviour towards them by way of an in-service
day devoted to a seminar on all aspects of child abuse though I'm not sure on what
date it was held.
46. I am not aware of any specific instructions given to staff to protect children against
"abuse" prior to that date, other than general responsibility for the pupil's well-being.

47

Staff had to listen and make sure they understood what a child was saying by gentle
questions, if necessary, and report any complaint to the headmaster. The child would
have been assured that their complaint would be passed on.

48. There were no child protection arrangements in place to reduce the likelihood of
abuse, ill-treatment, or inappropriate conduct by staff, or other adults, towards
children at the school. Abuse or ill-treatment had to be reported on. No attempt to
"deal with it" was allowed and I feel I have described the measures taken in the
sections concerning Daily Routine, Supervision etc. I think the measures were
preventative but each case of abuse is unique and general statements can be
unhelpful.

External monitoring

49.

There was a full-scale HMI pastoral inspection towards the end of my time at the
school and individual commissioners visited the school from time to time. The
community policeman also visited primary 6 and 7 and was a great favourite.

50.

HMI spoke to everyone including me, as they do. The official outcome of the
inspection was highly commendable of the school and its pastoral care. The PSE
programme came in for special commendation.

51.

Commissioners spoke to groups of children and Lord Cullen sat with a group of
primary 7 boys in my early days to find out what PSE and the circle-time was all
about. The pupils took turns to hold the teddy and talk about what life was like at the
school.
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